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Working In Two Dimensions

CST 201: Media Tools

Dr. Erlandson

Overview
This lecture gives an introduction to each of the following aspects of two-dimensional visual design:

• The Frame

• Aspect Ratio

• Size

• Direction

• Magnetism

• Asymmetry

• Figure/Ground

• Psychological Closure

• Vectors
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The Frame
Look at this image.  Where is the frame for this picture?  Can you see it?  Can you describe it?

What is the frame?  You might think in the more traditional sense, such as four pieces of wood 
surrounding a painting or a photograph.  However, in the case of visual design and production, the 
frame is, essentially, any rectangular shape defining a mediated image .

So, in the case of the image above, the frame is the inferred line created by the juxtaposition of image 
and the page.  In other words, the shape created by the four lines created where the image stops and 
the white page starts.

Here's a neat trick: use your hands (or two pieces of paper) to create different frames for the same 
image above.  See how many different scenarios you can create: such as those with and without the 
pelican in the shot.

What makes the frame so important?  Here's the kicker: any time you place objects in a frame, no 
matter what form the frame is – movie screen, book, painting, advertisement, computer screen, 
mobile device, etc. – you are making aesthetic decisions.  These decisions have implications for how 
the audience will receive your product (e.g., book, movie, website, interactive software).  Your 
decisions to conform with or break away from accepted conventions of media production can have 
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major influence on these implications.  For example: breaking the rules isn't always a bad thing, 
because the breaking of one or more conventions of two-dimensional visual design (or “framing”) can 
have significant meaning for the perceiver.

The better you understand these conventions of framing and your own aesthetic decisions, the more 
powerful your media productions can be.  So without further ado, let's dive right in.

Aspect Ratio
What is aspect ratio?  It's the ratio between the width and height of a frame.  Every frame has one. 
There are many standard aspect ratios that you're already familiar with.

Standard Ratios
Have you ever noticed the difference between older “non 
hi-def” television sets (known as standard definition, by 
the way) and the newer widescreen HD televisions? 
Obviously those sexy LCD flat panels have a different 
aspect ratio than the older standard definition 
television sets.  Below is a list of typical aspect ratios for 
television and film:

• 4 x 3 (1.33:1) → Standard Definition Television 
(NTSC)

• 16 x 9 (1.78:1) → High Definition Television

• 5.55 x 3 (1.85:1) → Widescreen (standard Motion 
Picture aspect ratio)

• 7 x 3 (2.39:1) → Panavision 35 Motion Picture 
(wider panorama than Widescreen ratio)

Each of these ratios is pictured at right, and you can 
quickly see the difference.  If you've ever watched any 
old westerns, it's pretty likely you've seen something 
filmed in the panoramic ratio of “Panavision.”

Why are there different ratios?  Some have advantages 
over others.  The advantage of the 4x3 ratio is that 
there is no pronounced difference between the width 
and height, which leads to easier horizontal and vertical framing on the same screen.  Why do you 
think that the iPad has a 4:3 ratio?  Partially because it can be used in two different orientations.

Test Yourself
Can you think of other aspect ratios that aren't listed here?  Why are they different?
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Adjusting Ratios
Have you ever watched a widescreen movie on an iPad (or any screen with the 4:3 ratio)?  Did you 
notice those black bars above and below the picture?  When media content intended for one ratio is 
displayed on a screen that has a different ratio, some form of adjustment must take place.

Letterboxing (or pillarboxing, depending on the 
orientation) is one way to adjust between ratios 
while maintaining the integrity of the original 
image.  In the diagram at right1, the picture of 
the Capitol has been placed on a TV screen with a 
different ratio.  The black bars at the top and 
bottom (inside the frame of the television) provide 
“spacers” to center the image and maintain the 
proportion of the shot of the Capitol.  

If letterboxing had not been used, the image of 
the Capitol would have been vertically stretched 
to fill the entire screen of the television, leading 

to distortion of the image.  You've probably seen this type of stretching happen in a place that has 
lots of HDTVs and nobody that knows how to properly set them up for pillarboxing.  A television 
show that is standard definition (4x3) shown on an HDTV (16x9) display will be stretched 
horizontally to fill the screen, and the people will look fatter than normal.

One common technique for showing media (especially films) with wider aspect ratios on screens with 
less-wide aspect ratios is something called pan and scan2.  Pan and scan actually selects pieces of the 
image to display on the smaller format, and the remainder of the image is not shown.  This is BAD. 
A classic example of the effect of pan and scan on the aesthetic quality of a film is the case of Ridley 
Scott's Bladerunner.  This youTube video3 shows a comparison of the two versions of the film.  By the 
way, if you haven't ever seen Bladerunner, I highly recommend watching the film.

Size
Another important element of framing is size – based 
primarily on a perceptual phenomenon called size constancy. 
Essentially, we perceive people and their environments as 
normal sized regardless of whether they appear near or far 
within the frame.  In this image4 at right, the three soldiers 
are assumed to be the same size, but the solider on top of the 
vehicle takes up much less space in the frame.  He's farther 
away.

1 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:AspectRatioSet_16-9_letterbox.png 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pan_and_scan 
3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETGfeSim1K4 
4 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pattugliamento_strada.jpg 
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Object Size
Take a look at this train engine5.

At first glance, it may appear to be normally sized, but with a quick study of the surroundings, it's 
pretty easy to tell that it's a model.  However, the reason you might have first thought the train was 
a regular size, it's because regardless of the object in question, if we know from experience what its 
size should be, we automatically perceive it to be that size – until other clues give away the truth.

Really, the only sure way to know an object's actual size is in 
context with a universal size reference – such as all or part of 
a human being (such as a hand or foot).  For example, the 
actual size of the temple6 in the image at right is easily 
gleaned from the fact that a person is standing in the bottom 
of the frame.

To sum up, there are three important factors pertaining to the 
size of objects in the frame: our knowledge of the object, its 
relation to the screen area, and relational scales between 
objects on screen.  Manipulation of any of these three factors 
can have serious perceptual side effects.  Remember earlier in 
the lecture where I mentioned that sometimes breaking 

convention can be a good idea?  Tilt-shift photography is one way to play around with these ideas of 
object size to come up with some aesthetically interesting results, such as the CityShrinker7.

Image Size
Beyond object size, we've got image size.  Simply put, the size of the screen (or image) can directly 

5 Photo credit: Graham Causer, Wombourne, United Kingdom. 
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_model_railroad_02.jpg)

6 In case  you're curious, this is the temple of Kobo-Daishi near Kawasaki.
7 http://cityshrinker.prosite.com/
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affect the experiential perception of the image or motion picture.

What do the movies Jaws, the Matrix, Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, or the Planet Earth 
documentary series all have in common?  They're much better on the big screen.  Often, when people 
ask me for recommendations about which movies to see in the theater, the first thing I tell them is 
whether or not the film is actually worth seeing in the theater.  If seeing the movie on a television 
screen at home will not substantially diminish the emotional experience of the film (i.e., almost any 
romantic comedy in existence), I tell people not to waste their money on theater tickets and wait to 
rent it.  On the other hand, when a movie such as Lord of the Rings comes out, I urge folks that it's 
actually worth the ticket price to get the full emotional experience brought on by the sheer size of the 
screen.

The same concept applies to still imagery as well. Check out this picture8 of a mural in Pittsburgh.

This mural is pretty big – notice the cars near the bottom of the photo.  In this case, bigger is better. 
Or to think of it another way, when an image is large (especially larger than life), it has more 
aesthetic energy.  If it's bigger than us, then it must be more powerful than us, right?  That's just 
pure human nature.

So, what happens if object size and image size are played with at an aesthetic level?  Something 
magical can happen, like this mural from the Swanage Pier Head in the UK, pictured9 below.

8 Perry Quan from Oakville, Canada (http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Strip_District_mural,_Pittsburgh.jpg)
9 Nicholas Mutton (http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Swanage_Pier_Head_mural_-_geograph.org.uk_-_887197.jpg)
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As you can see, the objects painted on the wall are proportionate to the image size (the wall).  This 
makes the mural realistically sized, helping to create the illusion that the hole is actually there.

Direction
The aspect of direction within the frame typically refers 
to horizontal versus vertical lines.  While horizontal 
lines create a sense of calm, tranquility, or rest, vertical 
lines can create a sense of power and excitement – 
thanks to the pull of gravity.  Throughout the day we 
perceive a combination of vertical and horizontal lines 
(and everything in between) to make up the fabric of our 
experiences.  In the picture10 at right, can you feel the 
tranquility of the sea horizon and the gravitational 
power of the wooden posts?

10 Photo credit: Toby Keller (http://www.flickr.com/photos/84362437@N00/146598532)
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Magnetism
The edges of any frame tend to have a magnetic effect on objects close to them, giving viewers the 
impression that the objects are being pulled toward that edge.  There are many different ways the 
perceived magnetism manifests in the frame: top, side, and corners.

Top Magnetism Side Magnetism Corner Magnetism

In the three diagrams above, the left image represents top magnetism in the frame.  Which of the 
two green orbs appears to have a stronger “pull” toward the top edge of the frame?  In the middle 
image, which of the two orbs appears to have a stronger pull toward its side of the frame?  In the 
right image, which of the two orbs appears to have a stronger pull toward its corner of the frame.

Frame magnetism also contributes to the perceived expansion of large objects and the perceived 
compression of small objects.  Check out the two frames pictured below.  The smaller orb in the left 
frame actually appears to be compressed by the frame magnetism (represented conceptually by the 
magenta lines.  In other words, the power of the frame magnetism leads the viewer to believe that 
the orb is more likely to take up less space than to grow toward the edges.  Similarly, the large orb in 
the frame on the right appears to be expanding, ready to fill the space and touch the edges of the 
frame.

Small Object Compression Large Object Expansion

Magnetism also contributes heavily to a visual design factor commonly known as headroom.
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Headroom
Humans and human faces (or other humanlike faces) must be given special consideration based on 
the way that they are affected by frame magnetism.  Specifically, you must give a face (or body) 
enough headroom or “breathing space” in a frame to avoid viewer discomfort.  Check out the two 
images below.  In both images, the person's eyes (or where their eyes would be, actually) are aligned 
with the upper dotted line11 in the frame.  In fact, a guaranteed way to ensure enough headroom in 
the frame is to align the person's eyes with this imaginary line across the frame.

The headroom rule can be broken to increase the intensity of an image.  If too much headroom is 
given, viewers begin to expect an anvil to drop out of the sky and conk the character on the head.  If 
not enough headroom is given, the viewer may begin to feel symptoms similar to claustrophobia.

Attraction of Mass
Finally, the magnetism of the frame helps to emphasize the phenomenon of attraction of mass.  All 
objects within a frame have graphic mass.  Objects that are larger and (or) objects that have more 
saturated colors both have more graphic mass that those that don't.  Having more graphic mass 
means that an object has more visual weight, which makes these objects seem heavier in the frame. 
Check out the two frames shown below.  Just by looking, you can see that the larger objects have 
more of a presence in the frame than the smaller objects (especially since they're all the same color).

11 These orange dotted lines illustrate the Rule of Thirds, which is an interesting concept in and of itself.  You should check 
it out!
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But where does the attraction factor fit in?  Well, objects with more graphic mass can actually create 
the perception that they are attracting (in a sort of magnetic way) the objects around them that have 
less graphic mass.  Sometimes this attraction is so strong that it can overpower the magnetism of the 
frame itself.  Do you notice this happening in either of the two images at the bottom of the previous 
page?

Test Yourself
1. Experiment with frame magnetism.  Draw a few empty frames and then move different-sized 

shapes around to various positions within the frame(s).  See what sorts of different 
perceptions you can create with the same shapes!

2. See if you can create the attraction of mass in the frame.  Try creating objects with different 
masses based on size, color, and both.

Asymmetry
We do not look at the left and right sides of the screen/frame in the same way.  As such, we pay 
unequal attention to objects on one side than the other as well.  This is a psychological phenomenon 
called the asymmetry of the frame.  One concrete way that the asymmetry of the frame manifests 
itself on a regular basis is the use of diagonals.

Diagonals
Look at these two identical but reversed diagonals (in the same size frame) pictured below.

Which one feels more like it's more of an uphill slope?  Which one feels like it's more of a downhill 
slope?  If you're like a majority of humans, your first inclination is probably that the one on the left is 
downhill, and the one on the right is uphill.  Typically, humans tend to “read” diagonals from left to 
right, regardless of which way we read text.  Essentially, because our eyes are naturally moving 
across the frame from left to right, the left image feels downhill, and the right image feels uphill.
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How can this concept of diagonals be used for a specific purpose?  Take a look at the two images 
pictured below.  Both are diagrams of a car traveling uphill.  Does either one look like it's working 
harder to climb the hill it's on?  Keep in mind that the slopes are identical, just reversed.

While the slopes may be identical, the fact that the car on the left is going “against the grain” of how 
our eyes naturally travel across the frame, it seems like it's working harder to climb the hill – even if 
only slightly harder.  In short, orientation of diagonals in the frame, when combined with other 
vectors, can have interesting perceptual effects for the viewer.  

Wait, what's a vector?  Don't worry, we'll get to vectors in a bit.

Test Yourself
How could diagonals be used in ways other than the uphill motion described above?  Sketch out some 
drafts to explore your various options with diagonals.  What about diagonals and graphic mass, or 
better yet, attraction of mass?

Figure/Ground
Figure/ground is a psychological issue that basically states that our perceptual tendency is to 
organize our environment into stable reference points – such as background (or “ground”) – against 
which we can assess the less stable elements – such as the figures in front of it.  In other words, 
when it comes to any frame, the environment of the frame is the ground, and the object in the 
environment (inside the frame, but not part of the background) are the figures.  To think of it yet 
another way, figure/ground helps us to stabilize the environment in which we live to make it more 
manageable.
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As I've already said, it's a psychological phenomenon, 
and it occurs in such an automatic manner that we 
are almost always unaware that it is actually 
happening.  We're basically hardwired to do this, all 
the way back to our caveman days.  We used the 
perceptual processes wrapped up in the figure/ground 
phenomenon to distinguish between things that may 
or may not chase us down and eat us.  Trees are more 
stable than saber-toothed tigers.  As you can see in 
this illustration at right, this phenomenon applied to 
hunting for food just as readily as avoiding becoming 
the next meal of any predator.  The man blends in 
with the rocks, but the bear sticks out like a sore 
thumb!

As a side note, I personally love these types of hand-
drawn-sketch illustrations.  Something about beauty 
in simplicity.  Anyway, if you're curious, this is one of many illustrations from a rather famous 
children's book called The Cave Boy in the Age of Stone12, and it's actually available for free in a 
variety of electronic formats on Project Gutenburg13!

Test Yourself
1. What constitutes figure/ground in a book?

2. Browse through 20-30 images on google or flickr or any photography site and identify the 
figure and ground in each frame.

So, figure/ground is relatively automatic, but there are some particular characteristics of the figure 
and the ground that can help you to further distinguish between the two – in a way that will help 
you to articulate the differences when communicating about them to other people.

First, the figure is “thing-like” and the ground is not.  Yes, this is so descriptive, I know.  But 
essentially, figures are perceived as objects (things), and the ground feels more like the “uncovered 
screen area” that is void of discrete objects.  Second the figure lies in front of the ground – this is why 
the ground is often referred to as the background.  Third, the line that separates the figure from the 
ground belongs to the figure.  Remember a few lectures previous when the topic of shape came up, 
and how shapes are defined by the lines that contain them?  This is what's going into play with the 
figure.  The line that defines the figure belongs to the figure – its the edge of the figure.  Most of 
those figure/ground illusions you'll find with a quick web search are based on this aspect of the 
figure/ground relationship – they trick your eyes and brain about this defining line of distinction.

12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Cave_Boy_of_the_Age_of_Stone
13 http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/18576
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Fourth, the figure is less stable than the ground.  The figure is 
more likely to move.  In this picture14 at left, there is a cabin 
and two trees on a meadow in front of a mountain.  Which is 
more likely to move, the mountains or the trees and cabin? 
Next, imagine if there were a bear standing in front of the 
cabin.  The bear is the figure, and the cabin serves as a ground 
for the bear.  Objects can be figure and ground relative to the 
context of viewing.

Fifth, the ground seems to continue behind the figure.  The mountain certainly exists in the space 
that is occluded from view behind the cabin in our current perceptual orientation (based on the angle 
of the photograph).  Our brains tell us this is so based on the visual cues provided.

Test Yourself
Explain to a friend how concepts one through three of the figure/ground principle apply to the 
picture of the cabin shown above.

Psychological Closure
As you might have noticed, one primary theme of figure/ground 
was the attempt at perceptual stability for the purpose of 
managing our environments.  Psychological closure is another 
perceptual phenomenon concerned with this issue of stability. 
We continuously seek to stabilize our complex and chaotic 
environment.  Because of this, we have a built-in psychological 
perceptual mechanism that allows us to fill gaps in visual 
information to create complete and manageable patterns and 
configurations – much like we see shapes in the reflections of these buildings pictured15 at right.

Here's an even more simplistic example of closure.  Check out the three arrangements of orbs 
pictured below.

In the leftmost image, you see an arrangement of green orbs.  Maybe you see a shape, maybe you 
don't.  In the middle image, you see two triangles, one yellow, one green.  In the rightmost image, 

14 Photo credit: David Ansley (http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Winthrop_Cabin.jpg)
15 Photo credit: Ivan Antolić (http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zagreb_skyline.jpg)
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you see a blue polygon and two green orbs.  It is basically impossible for us to see the multiple dots 
arranged in these ways – especially delineated with colors – and not automatically associate the 
arrangements with particular shapes.  That's hardwired perception, Holmes!

Gestalt

What is the gestalt (often pronounced “gesh-talt”)?  The gestalt is basically the pattern that forms in 
our heads as a result of psychological closure described above.  It's also a German word for “form” 
“configuration” or “shape.”  Simply put, the gestalt is the perceptual whole that transcends its parts. 
It's the triangle that's formed by the dots.  The triangle isn't actually there (on paper), but it's there 
because the dots are positioned just so, and because of this positioning, our brains generate the 
triangle as an emergent property of the dots' positions.

This concept of the gestalt is not limited to visual media.  Think about 
music and the concept of a chord, such as this C Major triad pictured at 
left.  Three simple notes.  Play these notes together and you've got a 
chord!   The sound produced by simultaneous note-playing (the chord) is 
greater than the sum of its three notes.  

We do, however, need a minimum number of elements to provide our 
brains with enough of a reference to perform psychological closure.  For 

example, at least three points are needed for us to form a triangle, four points for a rectangle, etc. 
And two notes do not make a chord – well, it's a little more complicated16 than that, but you get the 
idea, right?

This is just the tip of the iceberg.  Gestalt psychology has been around for some time, and there is 
quite a plethora of resources on the topic if you're interested.  Here17 is a great place to get started on 
your quest.

Three Major Principles
Psychological closure is driven by three primary factors or principles: proximity, similarity, and 
continuity.  If you dove into the sea of Gestalt, you'll recognize these terms already.

Proximity

The proximity factor of psychological closure is tied directly to attraction of mass, which we've 
already covered in a previous section of the lecture.  Because of attraction of mass, we more readily 
connect elements that lie closer together than farther apart.  Look back to the series of three images 
on page 13 for an example of proximity.

16 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chord_(music)
17 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestalt_psychology
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Similarity

The similarity factor of psychological closure is based on the fact that 
similar shapes are seen together, and different shapes are kept apart. 
Look at the two images shown at right.  In the top image, there is no 
distinct pattern of differentiation, other than figure/ground.  However, in 
the bottom image, the squares and circles clearly create differentiated 
columns.  You can't help but see them.  In case you're wondering, the 
squares and circles have exactly the same dimensions, and the squares 
are positioned identically to the circles in the top image.

By the way, this concept of similarity is part of the reason that 
camouflage is effective. 

Continuity

The continuity factor of  psychological closure is based on strength of 
line.  Once a dominant line is established, its direction is not easily 
disturbed by other lines cutting across.  For example, check out this sequence of four images below.

The diagonal line established in the leftmost frame is still quite present in the rightmost frame, even 
though it is not explicitly shown.  The implied line that cuts through the three triangles (or connects 
them, depending on how you look at it) is still fairly dominant, despite the three shapes in the frame. 
In other words, we still see the line – loud and clear – even though it isn't actually there.

Test Yourself
Make your own versions of diagrams for proximity, similarity, and continuity.  Be creative!
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Vectors
What's your vector, Victor?  Just kidding.  What is a vector?  A vector is simply a force that has 
direction and magnitude.  Planes (and trains and automobiles and anything that moves) travel on 
vectors through physical space – in a particular direction, with a magnitude (length) derived from 
trajectory coordinates.  Sounds complicated, right?  Well, it is and it isn't.  If you're really interested 
in finding out more about the math and physics of vectors, start here18.

How do vectors apply to the frame or screen space?  Well, on screen, these vector forces can be as 
strong (psychologically) as the actual physical forces experienced in our reality.  In visual media, 
vectors are established through one of two ways: 1) implication (e.g., arrows, looking, pointing) or 2) 
actual on-screen motion (along one or more axes).

So, the frame or screen can actually be considered a vector field.  Specifically, a vector field is an on-
screen space consisting of a combination of vectors operating in a variety of ways, such as:

• within a single frame

• from frame to frame

• from sequence to sequence

• from screen to screen (multi-screen displays or several adjacent canvases on a wall)

• from on-screen to off-screen events

Vector Types

When it comes to visual design, there are three different types of vectors:

• Graphic Vectors

• Index Vectors

• Motion Vectors

A graphic vector is a stationary element that guides 
our eyes in a certain direction, but usually the 
direction is pretty ambiguous.  A classic example of 
a graphic vector is the horizon line in any 
photograph, such as this image19 of a lake in 
Madison, Wisconsin (I think it's in Madison, 
anyway!).  The magnitude of a graphic vector can be 
increased with a point of origin, but in the case of 
this picture, the line of the horizon extends all the 
way across, so it's fairly neutral.  How do you think 
this horizon line could have less ambiguity? 
Perhaps if the lake joined the horizon (i.e. if the land mass was a peninsula instead of a full shore).

18 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_vector
19 Photo credit: http://www.dodgeandburn.net/photo/show/10
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An index vector, on the other hand, 
is something that points 
unquestionably in a certain 
direction.  For example, an arrow 
is an index vector.  A person or 
animal looking in a particular 
direction is an index vector.  A 
hand or finger pointing in a 
particular direction is an index 
vector.

The image at left is a closeup of the 
character Flip taken from an old 
newspaper comic strip called 
“Little Nemo in Slumberland20” by 

Winsor McCay.  In this image, there are at least three index vectors – can you spot them?  For 
starters, the cigar creates an index vector, the pointed finger/hand/arm creates an index vector, and 
Flip's gaze creates an index vector.

Finally, a motion vector is created by an 
object actually moving (or seen as moving) 
across a frame or screen.  In this 
photograph21 shown at right, a rabbit is 
running full speed from left to right.  The 
motion vector extends from his (her?) chest 
forward (to the right in the frame).  There is 
also an index vector created by the rabbit's 
gaze.  Do you see any other vectors?

By the way, if you've not yet had a chance to 
see the jackrabbits on East Campus, keep an 
eye out for them.  They're HUGE!

Vectors can also follow along the z-axis 
(something we'll get to in just a bit).  In the 
picture at left you can see a quick preview the z-
axis demonstrated by a motion vector coming 
toward the viewer (it's the bird flying in for a 
landing, if you weren't sure already...).  

Test Yourself
Identify all the vectors in the bird photo.

20 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Nemo
21 Photo Credit: Malene Thyssen, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Malene
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Vector Magnitude

From the perspective of visual design, vector magnitude is the relative strength of vector – a product 
of the directional certainty of the vector and its perceived directional force.  The magnitude of any 
vector is determined primarily by three factors: 

• screen direction

• graphic mass

• perceived object speed

This makes sense, right?  A large object has more graphic mass than a small object, and if it looks 
like it's going faster, then it's got more power.  We'll break down each of these factors of vector 
magnitude momentarily.  First, however, let's take a quick side trip to discuss relative magnitudes.

The chart at right shows a comparison of the 
magnitudes of our now familiar three types 
of vectors.  Motion vectors have higher 
magnitude than index vectors, and index 
vectors have higher magnitude than graphic 
vectors.  It goes without saying, then, that 
motion vectors have higher magnitude than 
graphic vectors.  This makes sense, though – 
something moving has more directional 
force than something standing still.

And now, let's go back to the regularly 
scheduled broadcast: direction, mass, and 
speed.

Screen Direction

Remember the discussion of screen direction in the above section about Asymmetry and diagonals? 
The reason the car moving from left to right seemed like it was working harder going uphill is due in 
part to – you guessed it! – vectors.  Motion vectors are strongest when it comes to screen direction, 
but graphic and index vectors can work for or against the motion vectors depending on screen 
direction (off all three).  This is exactly what was happening in those images of the car climbing the 
incline.

Motion vectors on the Z-axis (moving toward and away from the 
viewer) have the most power.  Why might this be?  Imagine this 
running dog pictured22 at left was a hungry wolf.  What would 
you do if a hungry wolf was chasing you like this?  Fight or 
flight instincts kick in pretty quickly, don't they?  Well, let's 
face it, a wolf gets this close to you, and you can forget the 
fight...  That's a pretty powerful motion vector, if you ask me.

22 Photo Credit: Ezra Goldschlager (http://www.flickr.com/photos/ezra_goldschlager/2526207722/)
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Graphic Mass

Can you guess how graphic mass affects vector magnitude?  That's right!  An object with more 
graphic mass has a greater vector magnitude than an object with less graphic mass.  This 
relationship is based on simple inertia.  Check out the series of images shown below.

The bus in the left image and the Citroen23 in the center image are traveling along a graphic vector 
that has the exact same slope.  Because the bus has more graphic mass, it has a larger vector 
magnitude than the Citroen.  Now, if you change the slope of the graphic vector (horizon), you can 
increase the vector magnitude of the Citroen – the original slope with the bus is shown in 
transparency for comparison.  In the right image, the Citroen has a higher vector magnitude than 
the center image – and it's debatable whether the vector magnitude of the bus in the left image and 
the Citroen in the right image are similar, or if the Citroen might even have a stronger vector 
magnitude.  What do you think?

Perceived Object Speed

The third factor of vector magnitude – 
perceived object speed – is based on a 
simple premise: the faster an object 
moves, the greater its vector magnitude. 
Obviously this really only applies to 
motion vectors.  In still images, more blur 
implies a higher speed.  For example, 
check out this photo24 at right of a train 
passing through a station at a fairly high 
speed.

Remember, this is perceived speed.  Think 
of a car screaming down a highway at 
100mph.  I close-up shot of this car will probably be blurred (assuming a certain shutter speed of the 
camera, and so the car will appear to be going quite fast).  Or to think of this another way, if you're 
standing on the edge of a racetrack, the cars will whiz by you quickly, and they'll probably be a blur.

However, back to the car on a highway, a photograph taken from rather far away will likely not show 
any blur, and the car will appear to be going much more slowly.  The same applies to airplanes. 
Passenger jets fly at relatively high speeds, but when you see them crossing through the sky, they 

23 Bus and car icons are public domain images from the Open Clipart Library (http://openclipart.org/)
24 Photo credit: Håkon M.E. Sundaune (http://www.flickr.com/photos/21223305@N00/5218674189/)
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appear to be going quite slowly because they are so far away.  The same logic applies to the moon. 
Just for fun, look up the speed of the moon's revolution around Earth.  You'll probably be quite 
surprised.

Test Yourself
1. Think about how screen direction, graphic mass, and perceived object speed can work 

together to affect vector magnitude in your own upcoming projects.

2. Think about relative vector magnitude across graphic, index, and motion vectors.  How might 
these apply to your future projects – specifically the poster project?

Vector Directions
While graphic vectors typically have no specific direction, ambiguous at best, index and motion 
vectors do have directions – as you've probably already figured out by now!  Because they have 
direction, index and motion vectors can be continuing, converging, and diverging.  Check out the 
series of diagrams below.

The left diagram shows continuing vectors, which are two or more vectors pointing in the same 
direction.  These vectors don't have to be the same type, and they could be index or motion – think of 
a horse race.  Can you think of another example of continuing vectors?  What about a picture of a 
child watching (index) a balloon floating away (motion)?

The middle diagram shows converging vectors, 
which are two or more vectors pointing toward 
each other.  A common example is a picture of 
two people facing each other having a 
conversation.  Another example is Achille 
Emperaire's painting Le Duel, pictured at right.

The right diagram shows diverging vectors, 
which are two or more vectors pointing away 
from each other.  One example is several birds 
simultaneously flying off a tree.  

I think you probably get the picture of vector 
direction by now.  Can you think of another example of diverging vectors?
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Pictured above is an illustration of the explosion that set off the Haymarket Riot25 in 1886.  Among 
others, the white lines of the explosion are diverging vectors.

Prepare for Class
We've covered quite a bit of ground in this lecture – so much so that your head may feel like the 1886 
Haymarket right now.  To review, we covered: 

• The Frame

• Aspect Ratio

• Size

• Direction

• Magnetism

• Asymmetry

• Figure/Ground

• Psychological Closure

• Vectors

How are each of these aspects of two-dimensional design relevant for your upcoming projects: 
including the educational poster and the interactive map?  Come to class prepared to discuss each of 
these aspects – specific examples of application of each aspect to one or more of your projects  – with 
your groups.

It would probably be a good idea to write a lot of things down before you get to class. :)

25 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haymarket_affair
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